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San Francisco bay area Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival

Since 1999 the Sex Worker Film and Arts Festival has provided a forum for sex worker film and video makers to screen work and has expanded to
become a vibrant venue for performances , workshops , visual arts , political organizing and skills sharing . W e recognize and honor prostitutes , dancers ,
porn performers and other sex workers from diverse communities , who have been dynamic and integral members of arts communities since time immemorial .

Schedule at A Glance

Festival Passes $75-$150 / All Day Movie Passes $35-$50 Sliding Scale/Donations and Special Guest Passes
Individual Shows & Tix At Door/ loveandcondoms.eventbrite.com and sexworkerfest.com/specialguest NOTAFLOF

N ote: A few locations for sex worker only events are not listed. Please email or call for locations that are not included in this program .
sexworkerfest @ gmail . com

(925) 391-0592 or (415) 857-5425

Intersectional Mission: the Sex Worker Festival prioritizes the voices

of those of us who are politically underrepresented such as trans folk,

workers of color, street-based workers, and workers who transcend the
racist, sexist, heterosexist, white-supremacist norms and standards of
mainstream beauty.

We highlight the artistic endeavors of workers in all
aspects of the sex industry because whore culture is real, present and on
a corner, in a bar, in a hotel or in a bedroom community near YOU.

Closing event : Shannon
WIlliam’s Whores’ Bath - a
Sex Worker Healing Space,
Sex workers past and present
only, join us for our Festival’s
closing event May 24th, 2-8p.
Come celebrate as we heal,
pamper and nourish each other.
Clothing swap, massage, tarot, energy healing, food, art,
lounging and hot tub, RSVP:
sexworkerfest@gmail.com or call 925.391.0592

Thanks to support from BAYSWAN, ISWFACE, SWOP, St. James Infirmary,
Desiree Alliance, Resist.org, The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, Inc. the East Bay
Express, Queer Cultural Center, Media Alliance, Radical Being Bodywork, La pena
Cultural Center, Rainbow Food Coop, Lyric, Center for Sex & Culture, Shade Media,
epress Books, Gwen Nguyen, M & M Fund, Teri Goodson, Orson, Dee Dee Russell, ICRSE, Asia Pacific Network of $exworkers, Tom Fox, Elaine Benoit, COSWAS,
Baker’s Dozen, Alan Guttirez, Joy Abounds, Melinda Adams, Kristen D’ Angelo, David Bigeleisen, Jim B. and all The generous Healers and Volunteers who helped with
the Shannon Williams Whores bath and Clothing Swap.

Many thanks to our Dedicated Donors, Sponsors and Supporters!

San Francisco BAY AREA Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival

FRIDAY
8:00 PM

May 15th
Opening Event

Gina Gold’s TMI Storytelling:
Sex Worker Diaries: $12-$50

Lusty Ladies &
The Reverend

Filmmaker and performer Gina Gold presents ‘Sex
W orker Diaries: Lusty ladies and The Reverend ’
in conjunction with her long running series , TMI
(T oo Much Information) Storytelling. Described
as R aw S tories , R eal S pit , TMI features a
rotating cast of storytellers in an unadulter ated , often hardcore look at life . (A lso see “T he
G ina Gold Show’ on YouT ube!) This Lusty Lady
reunion features J ulia Q uery , director of L ive
Nude Girls unite! plus Simone de la Getto who
toured with T he S ex W orker A rt S how , plus
J ana Drakka a Zen preist and Harmreductionist
with an experiential sex work tale .

May
16TH
SATURDAY / 6:30 PM

$1-? Donation

NOTAFLOF; Refreshments provided
P resenters include : I sa N oyola /

T ransgender L aw C enter
K ristina D olgin / R ed L ight L egal
D eclan C ante , J oshua M ootry /
SWAG and more .
Join us for this youth led event mobilizing

resistance and addressing conditions surround ing violence against sex workers and trans gender women of color - F rom police brutality
to evictions to profiling to physical attacks ,
murder and more . W e come together to address
the physical and structural violence we face
every day , and to remember and honor community
members and to create further action .

Sliding
Scale
NOTAFLOF

Human & Here: A Community
Event Against Violence Against
Trans Women & Sex Workers
Center for Sex & Culture 1349 Mission St, SF
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May 17th

SUNDAY 10:00 am- 7:15 PM Call for location info & reservation: (917) 426-2052
sexworkerfest . com / sexworkology /

4:00– 5:30 PM Diversity

in S ex W ork : A D iscussion
M ain R oom A kynos /I sis N oir

4:30-5:45 PM Selfies+

C ommunity room G race
M endenhall

5:45-7:15 PM Working
10-11:15 am ALL Bodies Yoga for Sex Workers
C ommunity room K imberlee C line
10-11:30 am Know Your Rights M ain R oom
K ristina D olgin /M att K ellegrew / R ed L ight
L egal
11:30 am -1 PM #SEXYSOCIALSCHOOL C om munity room T yler the B adwolf /D onia C hristine

while T rans M ain R oom C yd
S t . V incent /J anetta J ohn son /E mma C laire

5:30-6:45 PM

S omatics H olistic R oom
K alash K a

6-7:30 PM

A lternative R evenue S treams
in S ex W ork C ommunity
S ex Work H olistic R oom K imberlee C line
R oom
M axine H olloway /
11:45-1:15 PM Money Magic for Sex Work- D aisy D ucati /
ers M ain room J essie
A rabelle R aphael /
E mma C laire

11:45-1:15 PM The Yamas and Niyamas of

1:15-2:15 PM Lunch Break Main Room
(Plus RentBoy Meet and Greet , Waiting Room)

2:30-6

W aiting R oom
2:30-3:45 PM Screening and Safety Strategies M eet the
for ALL M ain R oom D onia C hristine /E lizabeth
S ponsors
M organ
T yler T he B ad wolf -S ocial
1:15-2:30 PM Whore Magic C ommunity
M
edia C oordinator
R oom M arian M agdalene +
R entboy ; D onia
C
2-3:30 PM The Power of Sensual Meditation hristine -D irector
of C ommunity
H olistic R oom I sis N oir
O utreach and R e 2:45-4:15 PM Love The Whore You’re With lationships S lixa .
C ommunity R oom A ndre S hakti
com and D irector
S ales and
3:45-5:15 PM Energetic Techniques to Ease of
C ommunication
P ain & Suffering H olistic R oom M ariko P assion C uties - tools . com

Special Thanks to
D onia Christine & Akynos !

San Francisco Bay Area Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival
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May
17th
SUNDAY 8:30PM

Center For Sex And Culture
Sliding scale $10-$50 NOTAFLOF
1349 Mission St. SF
deeplyleisured.eventbrite.com
DEEPLY LEISURED is a hybrid
performance that spans the genres
of stand up comedy , performance ,

lecture and consciousness - raising
storytelling .

A tender and true

look into her lived experience as a

sex worker , coworker solidarity , as
well as social and political issues

Surrounding sex work . Queenie Bon
B on is a current sex worker , a
political comedic writer and an
emerging performing artist in this
inaugural work .

Deeply Leisured
premiered at M elbourne F ringe

Festival and was presented by the
English Collective of Prostitutes
at ALTO in L ondon .

Starting out as a religious conservative,
Lexi Lipstick grew up to be a pansexual,
kinky, sex educating artist. Lexi Lipstick
has traveled through various realms of
sex work. from born-again, to life as a
professional and lifestyle pervert.
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May 18th monday 7PM
Filmmaker/Audience Forum:Sex Workers in cinema
NOTAFLOF
Scarlot harlot’s Studio /11th street+ harrison $5-$50
/
Screening work from past festivals & new work,
join Scarlot Harlot, curator Laure McElroy and
sex worker filmmakers in an intimate screening
and discussion. What are the trends? What are
our goals as makers as we navigate the challenge
of referencing and challenging stereotypes? What is missing? What
are the themes and messages that the audiences want or need ?

whores on film

by juliana piccillo

This segment is from a work -in-progress documentary that

explores the representation of sex workers in american cinema .
5 minutes / 2015 / Tucson

fists are for fucking, not
fighting: an open letter to
my lovers and mentors
by zaHra stardust & ms. naughty
Activist Zahra shares how she has evolved as a performer, as a
lover, and as an activist through ‘transgressive’ sex, queer feminist
theory and the sex worker rights movement. Strikingly visual
(she’s a squirter!!). -LM
Zahra notes: A raw, open and
erotic exploration of the highs
and lows of living and breathing

sex work politics, a celebration
and tribute to the communities,

May 20th wednesday 7PM
Sex work≠trafficking
omni commons - 4799 shattuck ave.
oakland $5-$50 NOTAFLOF

An evening of short movies and discussion for
sex workers and
allies who are in
the cross hairs
of anti - traf ficking campaigns .
O ur community
includes people
who identify as sex workers and as trafficked persons or sur vivors . W e are students , social workers , attorneys , journalists ,
filmmakers , artists , academics as well as sex workers trying to
make sense of this new war against us . diverse panelists who are
committed to working together to support sex workers rights
and challenge prostitution abolitionism , ‘end - de mand’ strategies
and the hypocrisies of the rescue industry .

becky's journey
by sine plambech
Beautiful Becky has attempted to travel
from Benin, Nigeria twice, braving rape
and starvation to cross closed borders in search of a better life as a
sex worker in italy. Becky tells her story in her own words, a

lovers and work that keep us

fascinating alternative take on migration for the purposes of

& vulnerable.
/ 11 minutes/ 2014 / australia

/ 24 minutes / 2014 / denmark

fierce, strong and unapologetic, plus a window into the moments
where political advocacy leaves us burnt out

May 19th & 20th
Tuesday & wednesday
1-4 PM Call or email for location

Free Workshop for Sex Workers interested in writing , acting & solo performance ! M any of your are
seasoned entertainers and performers !
T his workshop is for
the story behind the story .
writing for performance
character development

master ur bation!

sex work that is never heard in the mainstream press.

-LM

continues on page
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May 20th wednesday 7PM

Sex work≠trafficking
continued

being a refugee is hard
by muchaneta with Sweat

doin' it for themselves:
The Hunt Sisters by feminist whore
E xtremely informative rant about two sisters , female scions of the
uber - conservative and filthy rich H unt family. H elen
and Swanee H unt have conservative C hristian values ,
and more money than any ten million of us will earn in
our little lifetimes … all of which they use to ad -

vance their agenda regarding the silencing and general

disenfranchisement of sex workers . S poiler alert !!: The

one of four stories that came out of a
four day workshop held by SWEAT in johannesburg. widowed muchaneta is a refugee
of the economy of her home contry, where
working as a secretary she still cannot
earn enough to feed her children. she migrates to south africa in hardship and
learns how to make ends meet./ 3 minutes /
2010 / south africa

collateral damage:
sex workers and the Antitrafficking campaigns carol leigH
Anti-trafficking is a sacred cow, but behind
this humanitarian concern is a century - old

NEVER be funded through the many
Asia Pacific Network movement that historically reflects xenophobia
foundations these two own . -LM 10 minutes /2011 US
and prostitution abolitionism . 8 minutes/WIP
of sex worker$
revolution will
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May 21ST

Thursday 7:30 PM

$pread
Book
Party
Juba Kalamka
by Vixen Noir
hosted by

music

OMNI COMMONS - 4799 Shattuck Ave. Oakland

F est

T ickets : D onations , S liding S cale
$?-$10-$20-$50 NOTAFLOF
passes / single show tickets loveandcon -

Readings from Mack Friedman, Catherine Plato, Fabulous, Kym Cutter, Victoria Schneider (sent a poem!),
Xtascene, Scarlot Harlot AND Mireille Miller-Young who will be doing a reading and signing of 'A Taste for
Brown Sugar: Black Women in Pornography PLUS music by Vixen Noir from her newly released CD, Dangerous.
$pread, the best of a magazine that
illuminated the sex industry and
started a media revolution !

Edited by Audacia Ray, Eliyanna Kaiser
& Rachel Aimee.
An Utne award–winning magazine by
and for sex workers , independently
published from 2005 to 2011. T his
collection features the enduring
essays about sex work around the
world , first - person stories that
range from deeply traumatic to

totally hilarious , analysis of media
and culture , and fantastic origi -

nal illustrations and photographs
produced just for the magazine .

Published by
The Feminist Press
at The City
University of New York

San Francisco bay area Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival

May
22nd
Friday 8PM
One of the multi-layered goals of
performance art is to dismantle , or in
the very least , break barriers for the
moment on stage . A lone performance
is to entertain ; art is to change or
transform . I n thinking about sex
workers and performance art , the
audience gets to challenge their
formal introduction to their own
their bodies and sexual orientation in
family , culture , and religion . A nd , if
not challenge , to embrace one ’ s own
self , in the story of another .
A s the director of this night’s
performance , the goal is to develop
the voice of each performer , inter connecting their story into the
collective narrative for the evening .
W hen I work as both a performance
artist and director , the strongest
advice I give to students is trust
your intuition . I f I say more about my
process it would sound like magic and
in this case B lack M agic . S ee you at
the show . --T enderly , S angria R ed
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Center For Sex And Culture Tickets: Sliding Scale $15-$50 NOTAFLOF

Advance Tickets: LoveandCondoms.Eventbrite.com

Sex Worker Soliloquies is an ensemble work based on solo performances presented by perRed. Participating artists are well known virtuosos
in this genre of performance work , offering diverse approaches ranging from burlesque to
classic performance art . J oin us for this rare , experimental and classic evening of theater .

forming artist and instructor S angria
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family values
May 23rd Saturday 2PM sex worker
S
SWOP SWAFF
ponsored by

for

S ex Workers Allies, Family & Friends
In Honor of
The video recreates one day in the life of a young sex worker . Part of “Commo Shannon Williams
tion : a C ultural intervention to fight violence towards cis and trans sex workers ,
What makes a family? Blood ties can bind or merely
to create empathy toward a group of I ndividuals who have historically faced
restrict . W hether natural or intentional , the ones whom
discrimination . W ith ‘C ultural A ctivism ,’ artists , sex workers ’ associations and
we choose to be at our backs , or at our sides , or above
researchers participated in a complex process of learning the reality each sex
us when we ’ re on our backs , nurture us in ways various
worker that ended in building a set of activities to fight against violence towards
and profound . W e sex workers have families of birth and
sex workers including a communicational campaign using posters on the streets ,
families of choice ; the real familial relationships we have
radio spots , photos and comics on a website and finalized with the first march of
in our lives , although rarely perfect , seldom approach the
sex workers and activists - through L ima . / 7 minutes / 2013 / P eru
carnival-style dysfunction that media and common stereotypes
of where we come from would have them rest at. R ather , just
Writer, Director, like everyone else on the planet, our loved ones shape who
Producer: Paul Frankl we are, how we work , what matters to us , how we judge
Motherhood
ourselves and how we see others in relation to us .-LM

iWriter/Director:
am a sex
worker
Julia Thays • Producer: CiudadaniasX

roxanne

is redefined as
beautiful and

the malak

Director: Kat Mansoor VAMP/SANGRAM

In India, a Malak is a female sex worker’s informal companion. In this funny
short an Indian activist introduces us to her Malak and describes their
transgender sex worker , takes in a young girl who has been
courtship and subsequent relationship. Kamlabhai, long time sex worker
abandoned by her mother , and her life is thrown into ques activist, died this year. She had been a dedicated friend, sex worker and action . / 14 minutes / 2014 / uk
tivist and she is missed by her large community. / 3 minutes / 2011 / india
all inclusive as well as healing when

Roxanne, an isolated

we
are foot soldiers
Directors: Debolina Dutta and Oishik Sircar

What does sex work have to do with child rights ? Young activists of
Amra Padatik (translates from the Bengali as “We are foot soldiers ”),
an organization formed by the children of sex workers in I ndia , relate the
challenges , the sacrifices and the gifts of being children of sex work ers in K olkata ’ s S onogachi red light district . T he F ilm journeys through
the lives of six A mra P adatik members whose entangled realities do not
paint a picture of helplessness , but of political assertiveness and social
consciousness . / 26 minutes / 2011 / india
Director’s Note: We are not trained filmmakers . We are activist lawyers and have
been associated with D urbar M ahila S amanwaya C ommittee for over a decade . I n
2007 we received a fellowship to write a paper documenting the collectivization of
A mra Padatik (AP), the organization of children of sex workers formed under the
aegis of DMSC. B ut at one of our discussions during this time , the young activists
of AP told us that no one ( especially within their community ) would ever read our
paper which was going to be written in E nglish . S o we were urged to do something
more useful with the research that will have a wider use and reach , especially within
their community . I t was also around this time that ‘B orn into B rothels ’ had won
the O scar and A mra P adatik members were furious at the fact that the film did
not acknowledge the existence of the vibrant sex workers movement in K olkata and
portrayed their mothers as irresponsible and incompetent parents . T he children drew
inspiration from the work that their mothers have been doing to demand their right

to sex work as work . S tereotypical images of their suffering are something that many

of them identify with , yet , far from despair and fear , in the face
of adversity , their responses are far more complex , hopeful and
strong .

From ‘Mr. Mingling,’ son of a Festival producr: “I just want to say
to the makers of the film , BRAVO!!!, I loved it . I t was a great
film , and well , it got the message to me . T his movie , in my opinion ,
will inspire many more people to try and help , maybe not in I ndia ,
but I think they will try to help other people like the sex workers
in the movie , or maybe they will try to get help for the children of
sex workers , who have to bear the “ shame ” ( as the ignorant people
say ) that the mothers bring on them , so they can have a positive
outlook , I mean , the possibilities are endless , and that ’ s the great
part .” -S ee full essay at www . sexworkerfest . com /F oot S oldiers

San Francisco BAY AREA Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival
family values

cont ’ d

and opt to raise a family .
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Are

mistress may i? these families ‘normal,’ or even
Despite being a very successful dominatrix , M istress C ouple

mundane ? H ow do the career
choices of the parents impact the
grapples with the fact that her children ? B orn I nto P orn delves
parents cannot accept who she into the complex dynamic that
truly is . / 7 minutes / 2015 / US exists behind the scenes once the
cameras have turned off and the
Family Values.
porn stars have gone home . I t is
P
ornography . O ne
not a sensational look at the private lives of these performers , but
Director, Producer:
would be hard Miki Ann Mosman
rather an in - depth exploration of the issues faced by the parents
Editor: Corey Michael Smithson pressed to find two and children , both with each other and the world outside , as well
terms seemingly more at odds , and yet of course many of the
as an examination of 21 st century cultural mores in a society
people in the adult - film industry are husbands and wives ,
where pornography has become both ubiquitous and polarizing . P art
of the ongoing series , T he S ex P uzzle / 58 minutes / 2014 / US

born into porn

jasmine and dora 4 ever
by carol leigh & Pye Jakobsson
In 2012 during the International AIDS Conference in Washington,
DC, C arol Leigh met and interviewed sex work activist and mother
Petite Jasmine with Pye Jakobsson from Rose Alliance of Sweden .
Petite Jasmine was murdered one year later, a victim of the stigma tisation and legal discrimination that sex workers face . A round the
same time D ora Ö zer , a sex worker in T urkey , was also murdered in
a rash of escalating transphobia in T urkey . T his video chronicles the
efforts of the communities of sex workers supporters and allies to
memorialize D ora and J asmine . / 13 minutes / 2014 / US

how police profile and shame sex workers
by Molly Crabapple and Jim Batt
Fusion

In May 2013, Monica Jones, a student and
LGBT activist at Arizona State University,
was arrested for “ manifesting prostitution .”
M onica is among the tens of thousands of
people arrested every year for prostitution related offenses . A ccording to the FBI, police
arrested over 57,000 people on such charges in

2011. The vast majority were women. / 4 minutes / 2015

predatory byprostitute
juniper fleming

short P redatory P rostitute is rooted in
the compelling relationships sex workers have , both direct ly and indirectly , to the legacy of A ileen W uornos . A fas cinating and brave film that uses found footage to invert
the common narratives around A ileen , creating an alterna tive framework by which we can view her actions and ourselves .

DESPITE YOU, WE ENDURE
4:15 PM

Sex work is not a killing offense in most places, but sociopathic moralism and indifferent, neglectful, or outright hostile legal and justice
systems guarantee a body count among sex workers. This sacrifice of
lives has nothing to do with client violence, and everything to do with
the systemic undervaluing of our humanity. The moral narrative of power
patriarchy casts us as victims at best, either degraded or inhuman, fit
only to be locked in cages, incapable of nurturing any other person or
creative effort properly (like, say, a mother would) and labeled homicidal if we fight back for our right to exist free from violence directed
toward us.

WE say, say what you will about us, cast your shade and

sling your dirt; we are everywhere, we are stronger than you imagine, and

we will carry on with or without your approval.-LM

the making of
the marcia powell story
by pj starr
Activist and documentary filmmaker PJ Starr explores the death
of Marcia Powell and campaign for justice. In 2009 while she was
serving an excessively long term of more than two years imprison-

Juniper Fleming ’s

/ 25 minutes / 2014 / US

Fleming ’s Note: As

an artist and queer sex worker , my commu nity is at the very core of how and what I create . C ritiquing the
hegemonic through a self - reflective narrative , my work accepts
and affirm my community ’ s humanity . T he media , the court , and
the public condemned W uornos with vigor . T old how dare she
kill in the name of her own life . S he refused to be a victim . pit ied as an child / animal - minded victim , her portrait hangs heavy .

ment for “solicitation of prostitution.” Marcia Powell was locked in
a metal cage in the desert sun at an Arizona prison. Four hours later
she collapsed in the over 107 degree heat, and by day’s end she was
dead. Our audience is invited to participate in feedback for PJ Starrs
work-in-progress as she investigates the circumstances of Marcia’s
death, exposing the system that has lead to the death of scores of
others in facilities across Arizona, and documents a movement that
has formed seeking justice in her name. Work-in-progress / 2015
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Workers
May 23rd Saturday 6:30 PM Sex Solution,

No Justice, No Piece!

T he red tide of sex work activism is rising like an eros wave! It

will soon wash across the globe entire and deluge us all in the
sweet - salty fluids of ecstatic justice ! T he sum of our ambitions
is to work and love in dignity , safely and independently , to be able
to earn our living free from the obsessive persecutions of low minded moralists . T his seems to hold true irrespective of country
or nationality . N ascent struggles in E ast and S outh A frica inspire
with their vigor and enthusiasm . V oices raised from N airobi to
Gauteng Province emphasize sex worker response to STD safety
and prevention , as well as spinning amusing commentaries on the
hypocrisy of otherwise faithful clients who make careers out of
condemning sex work as an institution . E uropean supporters of sex
work call out criminalisation of workers and clients as the use less , harm - generating policy it has proven to be . F ar - and S outh east A sian trans workers reveal themselves in everyday clothes
and sensible heels as a formidable presence , hilarious at times , and
poetic . T he unifying theme all over the world is love of self and
love of one another ; this is the honeyed adhesive that underpins
the most effective activist voices trending , that binds us together
in a worldwide web of positivity , moving forward to a better , to a
shame and stigma - free , tomorrow . -LM

a message of solidarity
by the International Committee for the
Rights of Sex Workers in Europe

Sex worker participants of the International Committee on
the R ights of S ex W orkers in E urope ’ s R egional T raining on
Sex Workers ’ Human Rights send a short but sweet message
of unity , self empowerment and self love to fellow workers
around the world . / 2 minutes / 2014 / UK

December 17th Message From
a Sex Worker
in Turkey
Producer: SineSet Studyo
Camera: Gizem Bayiksel

Turkish Trans worker takes to the screen in this short, created in
honor of D ecember 17 th , international day to end violence against
sex workers with K ırmızı S emsiye / 1 minute / 2013 / turkey

making sex work
by cristina rad
Cristina Rad and friends take anti-sexwork feminism to task
in this charming and concise short . T his famous R omanian
atheist vlogger also produces ZOMG its C riss , a Y ou T ube
Channel. / 10 minutes / 2010 / US

Are Part of the
Not the Problem

by the International Committee for the
Rights of Sex Workers in Europe
This video was shot at

International Committee on
the R ights of S ex W ork ers in E urope ’ s R egional
T raining on Sex Worker’s
Human Rights in Budapest
between 17 - 21 O ctober 2014. S ex worker involvement in hiv
response programming that targets the sex worker community is
absolutely necessary .

A compelling mix of evidence based statistics
and first person testimonies . / 11 minutes / 2014/ UK

new jersey sex workers
step out by pj starr

Sex Work Activist and documentary folmmaker PJ starr catches
(NJRUA) as they
take their first steps to defend the rights of sex workers in New
Jersey. On October 24, 2014, three representatives tabled at
Rutgers University to raise awareness and start organizing for
December 17 (the International Day to End Violence against Sex
Workers). / 1 minute / 2014 / US
on film The New Jersey Red Umbrella Alliance

the
street in red
by Clare Havell - swou and Atieh Attarzadeh
Street in Red is a short documentary which focuses on the
laws and social stigmatisation that endanger the lives of sex
workers working in the streets in the

UK. / 5 minutes / 2011

San Francisco Bay Area Sex Worker Film + Arts Festival

May 23 Saturday
6:30PM
MWILI WANGU, CHAGUO LANGU
continued
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Director: Michael Liu
magic
Producer: Stijn Deklerck QUEER COMRADES

My Body, My Choice
Director: Stefania Buonajuti
A look into the Dec 17th movement - International Day to
E nd Violence Against Sex Workers - and the problems of
human rights abuse , stigmatisation , violence , discrimination and
access to health that sex workers face in E ast A frica . I t is
also a story of courage , freedom , emancipation and hope .
/ 9 minutes / 2011 / UK, East Africa

power
of the collective
by VAMP - Sangram
VAMP is a sex- worker collective - supported by the nongovernmental organisation SANGRAM - located in S angli in
the region of M aharashtra , I ndia . I t is managed and led by sex
workers . VAMP began as an HIV prevention project , distribut ing condoms and educating people in their community about safe
sex .

/ 2 minutes / 2014 / India

Save Us From The
Saviours
by Kat Mansoor/VAMP

“ S ave

us from S aviours ” is the
slogan of the I ndian sex worker
political action and service
collective V eshya A nyay M ukti
Parishad (VAMP). VAMP
has been providing HIV and
development interventions since
1996. I n 2011 VAMP decided to commission a film to tell their
story ; S ave us from S aviours is the result . T his short film is about
more than sex work ; it offers a powerful message to the develop ment sector that rights and recognition , rather than rescue and
rehabilitation , offer a far more lasting pathway to empowerment
and equity . / 10 minutes / 2011 / india

8:15PM

remedy

The documentary “Magic” takes you to the daily reality of Dami
Chengcheng, two trans sex workers in Northeast China. One

and

of the first documentaries ever to focus on trans sex workers in

C hina, “Magic” is a funny and moving film that emits a powerful challenge to current societal views on sex , gender , intimate
relationships and sex work . “M agic ” is the debut film of director
M ichael Liu. He took part in the LGBT Video Capacity Build ing T raining “Q ueer U niversity ” in A pril 2013, and was one of 2
participants selected to realize a documentary with full support

Chinese LGBT webcast Queer Comrades. Michael is a
PhD graduate student at Northeastern University (China). In
2011, he joined the AIDS Consultation Center in Shenyang and
became an active part of C hina ’ s civil society .Q ueer C omrades
Note: This is a challenging film . The film challenges current
public conceptions of issues related to sex , gender , intimate
relationships and sex work . I n my hometown in N ortheast C hina ,
I have a lot of transgender girlfriends. We have a lot of fun
together , and sometimes I let their fierceness influence me . H igh
heels , wigs , and eye - shadow can make a male body look more
beautiful . I like sex work , and I admire experienced sex workers .
They are super smart and strategic. They look through a person
in aglance . T hey can tell a person ’ s age , identity , profession , and
income level within a minute , and adapt their demeanour accord ingly . I sn ’ t that magical ? 33 minutes / 2015 / china
from the

by Cheyenne Picardo

REMEDY follows a young woman from the underground kink clubs of New York City into the world of commodified BDSM where workers are paid to embody the sexual and psychological fantasies of complete strangers .
Remedy quickly realizes that her “habitual” submissiveness at home does not prepare her for the pressures and
risks of this side of the sexual service industry . S hould she leave ? O r should she stay and prove to everyone
- including herself - that she can handle it ? Cheyenne Picardo notes: I wanted to add to the conversation of
sex work in media by creating a film that was honest without being judgmental , where the viewer never felt
disconnected from the main character . I wanted to immerse the viewer in the dungeon space from start to finish ,
gaining insight only as fast as R emedy herself gets the information , and no faster . W hile there is really no such
thing as a “ typical ” sex worker , R emedy does not fit the common literary and media stereotypes ; she is neither
a catsuit - wearing , corseted sexual superhero nor a victim of human trafficking . S he isn ’ t desperate . S he also
works as a private tutor for children and teenagers . P ride gets her into the business , and pride keeps her from
leaving . T hat is all . / 121 minutes / 2014 / usa
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Creative pursuits

Philip Deal's
Video Sex
Journal

The last thing a sex worker is, is lazy. Sex work is WORK, intense, difficult,
emotionally and sometimes physically exhausting work . W e make something out of
Fleshlight
nothing - how hard is THAT? W hen we hustle for survival and to get our basic
Demonstrations
needs met , we are no less than magical ; who else in the world can , starting on
by joseph kramer
M onday, by Friday pull rent for the month, new shoes, nylons, winter coats for
the kids AND a week ’ s worth of groceries out of a week of ( episodic !) night work
like a car - date hooker can ? W ho else can manage to put themselves through grad
school , keep themselves housed , pay exhorbitant stage fees and tip out the

Philip Deal: erotic yogi; experienced yoga
teacher; Reiki Master; dancer; student of
massage, modern meridian theory, shiatsu
and reflexology and Xtube Superstar
adamlikesapples. In this excerpt from his
extensive video journals Philip demonstrates different practices and positions
for thrusting using a Fleshlight device.
/8minutes / 2014

bouncers by convincing punters to give them money for the mere fantasy of buying sex
like a stripper can ? I magine the strength of will it takes to return to the massage
table day after day , smiling and wanking and schmoozing clients who are also human but sometimes
intolerably racist , or sexist , or homophobic , or otherwise insensitive or * gasp * small tippers . W hen we
are blessed with better earning days we can buy that most precious of all things : time . D o we use this
privilege of time to eat bon bons and watch “H ousewives ?” P erhaps . A nd we damn well deserve it if we
do ! B ut we also use our dearly bought leisure time to pursue creative endeavors , such as making media ,
art , rants or religion . T his festival could not exist if we did not wear out our knees , our backs , our
heels and mattresses to earn that golden space to do the things that nourish our souls . I ts a dirty job ,
but when its good we dearly wish everybody could have it this good ! S o hey , vanilla ... listen to us tell
our stories ! Y ou might learn something .-LM

Trouble Films
Trailers: Fucking Mystic,
Trans Lesbians & Lesbian
Curves by Courtney Trouble

See Cinnamon Maxxine LIVE Friday May 22 in Sex Worker Soliloquies

Mutli-award winning Courtney
Trouble presents sex-positive, embodied
pornographic films representing the diversity of desire. Trouble films focuses
on the creative involvement of feminist,
queer, and otherwise progressivethinking porn making. A local treasure!

documentary of a peep show girl
by SunShine McWane
The inimitable Sunshine McWaine is Crayola the peepshow girl!
Catch her hard at work in her tiny booth, dishing on the job
by Lola Clavo, Carol Leigh, & Joseph Kramer
commentary up dirty and at times deliciously catty; she takes
Ecosexiality can be loosely defined as an expression of sexuality inspired
no disrespect and tells it like it is. SunShine McWane is an
by nature, as a part of nature, or actually having sex with nature
alumni employee of both the Seattle Lusty Lady and the San
(natural products, toys, sunshine, water, ect.), a dating preference
Francisco Lusty Lady. She’s the only Lusty that worked at
(ecosexuals only dating other ecosexuals), and or the belief that sex is
both Lusty Ladies when they closed which is the saddest thing
natural and that all orientations and preferences are valid and part of
she has ever been proud of. She graduated UW in Seattle with a
the vast erotic landscape of the complex human being. This short film
BA in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts and is currently a English teacher in Japan. / 5 minutes / 2011 envisions loving delicious dikon, zucchini, and bananas as more of an
erotic than a culinary endeavor! -LM / 2 minutes / 2011 / US+ UK
writer, Director:
Nicole Witte Solomon
Beautiful Monotony by Zahra Stardust
Producer: Chih-Hsin Lee & Flavio Alves
B
ringing joy is just another day on the job for friendly flexible professional dancer and sex
Director of Photography: Jeanette Sears
worker activist Zahra. Ordinary magic, for tips! Zahra notes ”Beautiful Monotony reflects

ECOSEXUAL FEAST

SMALL TALK

Meet Al. Al does phone sex with a little

the intimate encounters shared between workers and customers within the privacy of a lap

bit of temp work on the side to pay the

dance room. The film positions sex work as work, depicting the repetitive and monotonous

ends meet in the big city, right?

awkward, poised, raucous and

bills, just a single girl trying to make

Well

think again, and watch things get com-

plicated, when Al manifests an extraordinary new power! / 24 minutes / 2013 / US

aspects of erotic labour. However the footage also reflects diverse customers, who are shy,

- welcomingly - sleazy. the lap dance room is situated as a
unique space that fosters intimacies between strangers, as a place in which feminist practices and queer desires manifest. The film is a piece of endurance art
in one cut over a period of three hours.”/17 minutes / 2012 / Australia

- it was filmed
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continued

SEX WORK AND
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Filmmaker Sion Shankel is

by The
Okay
Project

Director: DailEy; Writer, Producer: Yasmine X

The pressures of relentlessly rising
tuitions take a toll on the relationships
and shape the choices of two university
students in this affecting short. “Sex
work, in many different forms, has
been practiced since ancient times. It is
reported that even in the most primitive
societies there was transactional sex,” states the Director. / 9 Minutes / 2015

DON'T PRAY FOR US
by AJ DIRTYSTEIN
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BEHIND THE COW

a member of this indie film Producer,/Director, art designer:
co - op focused on helping
Sion Shankel
its members network with
filmmakers , make films
together , provide budget ,
and screen movies at
theatres . T his short is a
tongue in cheek intro and
testiment to S hankel ’ s
bold style and creativ ity . S ion was a sex worker from 1987-2013 . A sex positive feminist
filmmaker , she uses those work experiences to inform all of her film
work and lives out loud and shamelessly about her long work his tory . 10 MINUTES / 2012 / SAN FRANCISCO

holy
milf
Director, Producer,

AJ Dirtystein’s dreamlike work-in-progress is a visually
sensual reinterpretation of pagan ritual and faerie tales in
which wishes are granted to the faithful and the humble.

Writer: Pavini Moray
Editor: Carol Leigh

Watch a pale, perky tattooed priestess dance the sacred
circle in toe slippers and not much else; she performs a literary tinged blood sacrifice with her stapler that gives her the
power to make all her friends’ dreams come true.

-LM

AJ Ditrystein: “Don’t Pray for us” is a tribute to the
unknown, a search for self and the world by destroying the
barriers of the unconscious and of the consciousness but

“Holy Mother I’d Like to Fuck” celebrates magick, sexuality and the Earth. The

also the destruction of geographical boundaries. Thus, by

Ecosexual ritual held in the wilds of Cascadia, invoking the elements
W
ater
,
Earth and Spirit. Capturing on film diverse bodies and expressions
of the pagan ritual, a place of higher individual power output,
of gender and sexuality as well as exquisite natural settings, Holy MILF will expand
this video performance throws into question the boundaryour erotic landscape. Pavini Moray is a Sexological Bodyworker and community-based
ies between the personal and the collective. AJ Dirtystein
somatic sex educator completely devoted to glittering pleasure revolutions. Connectis a visual artist, performer, sex worker and holds a Ph.D.
ing human sexuality with the Eros of Earth is a special delight, and the film Holy MILF
in Literature. Her questionings about the representation ,
stands in service to the erotic connection between people and the land we live on. This is
incarnation and transgression of the female body through
avini’s first film. / 30 minutes / 2015 / San Francisco
P
performance art, articulate a poetic aesthetic which leads
furthermore to many political questions. / 22 minutes / 2014 / France
restoring a sexual tinge to the sacred ritual and by making

film documents an
of Air, Fire,

May 24th Sunday
Closing Ritual 2-8PM

An afternoon spa and magical day of self-care and ritual. Clothing
swap, pampering, food, and healing by and for $ex workers. A place
where current and former sex workers from all of our communities
can nourish each other, and reclaim our role as healers. Featuring

practitioners from various healing modalities, massage, energy work,
acupuncture, tarot, and more. Also offering childcare.

For Current & Former Sex Workers only.
Location info: (925) 391-0592 sexworkerfest@gmail.com
Sliding Scale- Donations $0-$150 - NOTAFLOF

